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We consider an optimal control problem for systems governed 
by semilinear parabolic partial differential equations with control 
and state constraints, without any convexity assumptions. A dis
crete optimization method is proposed to solve this problem in its 
relaxed form which combines a. penalized Armijo type method with 
a. finite element discretization and constructs sequences of discrete 
Gamkrelidze relaxed controls. Under appropriate assumptions, we 
prove that accumulation points of these sequences satisfy the relaxed 
Pontrya.gin necessary conditions for optimality. Moreover, we show 
that the Ga.mkrelidze controls thus generated can be replaced by 
simulating piecewise constant classical controls. 
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1. Introduction 

It is well known that optimal control problems without convexity assumptions 
have no classical solutions in general, and these problems are usually studied by 
considering their corresponding relaxed formulations. As a consequence, relax
ation theory has been used to develop existence theory, necessary conditions for 
optimality and also numerical approximation and iterative optimization meth
ods (see Warga, 1972, 1977, 1982; Ekela.nd, 1972; Teo, 1983; Chryssoverghi, 
1986; Chryssoverghi et al., 1993, 1997, 1998; Fa.ttorini, 1994; Ca.sa.s, 1996; 
Roubicek, 1991, 1997). 

In this paper, we consider an optimal distributed control problem for sys
tems governed by semilinea.r parabolic partial differential equations with control 
and global state constraints. In order to solve nonconvex optimal control prob
lems, it seems more natural to apply some appropriate optimization method 
directly on the relaxed problem, thus exploiting its nonconvex structure at each 

iteration (see Chryssoverghi et a.l. 1997). Note that even classical methods 
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often converge to solutions of the relaxed problem (see Williamson and Polak, 
1976). On the other hand, to solve numerically these problems one must dis
cretize them in a way or another. We propose here a simultaneous optimization 
and discretization method to solve this problem in its relaxed form (see Po
lak, 1997, for related classical methods applied to lumped parameter problems). 
This method combines in one algorithm a penalized conditional gradient Armijo 
type method with a finite element discretization, and constructs sequences of 
discrete Gamkrelidze relaxed controls. The method does not consider separate 
discrete problems. The discretization of the state equation and functionals in
volves here an additional numerical integration procedure for implementation 
reasons (see Chryssoverghi et al., 1993). Under appropriate assumptions, we 
prove that accumulation points of sequences constructed by this method satisfy 
the strong relaxed Pontryagin necessary conditions for optimality. Moreover, 
we show that any converging subsequence thus constructed can be replaced by 
a. sequence of simulating piecewise constant classical controls which converges 
to the same limit. The main advantages of the discrete relaxed method are the 
following: 

(i) improved implementability of the algorithm due to the Armijo type step 
search and the numerical integration procedure used, 

(ii) reduction of computations clue to the progressive refinement of the dis
cretiza.tion accordingly to the closer approximation of the continuous ex
tremal control, 

(iii) avoidance of the rather strict assumptions on the discrete state constraints 
assuring the convergence of separate discrete problems, 

(iv) the algorithm involves single instead of the double (or triple) infinite proce
dures involved when some optimization method is applied to each discrete 
problem separately and the relaxed controls are approximated by classical 
ones. 

2. The continuous optimal control problems 

Let 0 be a bounded domain in Rd with a. Lipschitz boundary r, and let I := 

(0, T), 0 < T < oo. Consider the following semilinea.r parabolic state equations 

ay jot+ A(t)y = f(x, t, y(x, t), w(x, t) ), in Q := n X I, (1) 
y(x, t) = 0, in ~ := r X I, (2) 
y(x, 0) = y0 (x), inn, (3) 

where A( t) is the second order differential operator 

d d 

A(t)y :=- L L(8j8xi) [aij(x, t)(oyjoxj)]. 
j=li=l 

The constraints on the control variable w are 

w(x, t) E U, in Q, 
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where U is a. compact, not necessarily convex, subset of Rl. The constraints 
on the state and the control variables y, w are 

Jm(w) := fogm(x,t,y(x , t),w(x , t))dxdt=O, 1 'S_m'S_p, 

Jm(w) := fo gm(x, t, y(x, t), w(x, t))dxdt 5_ 0, p <m 5_ q, 

and the cost functional 

Jo(w) := fo go(x, t, y(x, t), w(x, t))dx dt, 

where y := Yw is the solution of (1) for the control w . The optimal control 
problem is to minimize J0 ( w) subject to the above constraints. 

Since such problems have no classical solutions in general, without addi
tional convexity assumptions on the data., it is classical (see Warga, 1972, and 
Roubfcek, 1997) to work on the relaxed formulation of the problem, which we 
define below. 

Define the set of classical controls 

W := { w : (x, t) --+ w(x, t) lw measurable from Q to U}, 

and the set of relaxed controls 

R := {r: (x, t)--+ r(x, t)lr measurable from Q to M 1 (U)} , 

where the set M 1 (U) of probability measures on U is a subset of the space 
M(U) = C(U)* of Radon measures on U, and has here the relative weak star 
topology. We have 

R c L':(Q,M(U)) = L 1 (Q,C(U))*, 

where LC::: ( Q, M (U)) is the set of (equivalence classes of) functions from Q to 
M(U) which are measurable w.r.t. a weak norm topology on M(U) (which 
coincides on M 1 (U) with the weak star topology) and essentially bounded w.r.t. 
the strong dual norm on M (U). The space V ( Q, C (U)) is naturally isomorphic 
here to the space of Caratheodory functions on Q x U, with an integrability 
property (see Warga., 1972). The subset R is endowed with the relative weak 
star topology. The sets M1 (U) and R are convex and, with their respective 
topology, metrizable and compact. For cjJ E U(Q, C(U)) and rE span (R) , we 
use the notation 

cfJ(x,t,r(x,t)) := i cjJ(x,t,u)r(x,t)(du). 

Note that this expression is linear w.r.t. r. A sequence {rk} converges tor in 
R if 

lim r cjy(x,t,rk(x,t))dxdt= l cjy(x,t , r(x,t))dxdt, 
k->oo }Q }Q 
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for every cp E L 1 ( Q, C (U)), or equivalently for every function of the form cp = 
x'l/J, with x E C(Q) and 'lj; E C(U). In addition, we identify every classical 
control w(·, ·) with its associated Dirac relaxed control Ow(-,.)· Thus, we have 
W c R and it is proved in Wa.rga (1972) that W is dense in R. 

We denote by (·, ·) and 11 · 11 the inner product and the norm in L2 (D), by 
(-, · h and 11 · lh the usual inner product and the norm in the Sobolev space 
V:= HJ(D) and by<·,·> the duality bracket between V and its dual V*. 
Define the family of bilinear forms on V 

d d 

a(t, y, v) := L L 1 aij(x, t)(8yj8xj)(8vj8xi)dx. 
j=l i=l n 

Now we can define the weak and relaxed form of the state equation 

(y',v) +a(t,y,v) 

y(x,O) 

l f(x, t, y(x, t), r(x, t))v(x)dx, for every v E V, (4) 

y0 (x), inn, (5) 

where the derivative is taken in the sense of distributions on I with values in 
V. Defining the functionals 

Jm(r):= kgm(x,t,y(x,t),r(x,t))dxdt, o:::;m:::;q, 

the continuous relaxed optimal control problem (CRP) is to minimize J0 (r) 
subject to the constraints r E R, Jm(r) = 0, 1 ::::; m ::::; p, and Jm(r) ::::; 0, 
p < m ::::; q, where y = Yr is the (unique) solution of (4)-(5). The continuous 
classical problem (CCP) is the problem (CRP) with additional constraint rE W. 

We suppose that the operators A(t) satisfy the following conditions 

d d . d 

LLaij(x,t)ziZj 2: a l:zl, (x,t) E Q, Zi ER, 1::::; i::::; d, 
j=l i=l i=l 

with a> 0, aij E L00 (Q), i, j = 1, ... , d, which imply that 

la(t,y,v)l ::::; a1 11 y ll1ll v lh, t E I, y,v E V, 

a(t,v,v) 2: a2 11 v IlL t E I, v E V, 

for some a1 2: a2 > 0. 
We suppose also that the function f is defined on Q x R x U , measurable 

for fixed y, u, continuous for fixed x, t, and satisfies 

lf(x, t, y, u)l ::::; F(x, t) + ,Biyl, for every x, t, y, u , 

with FE L2 (Q), ,8 2: 0, and 

lf(x, t, YI, u)- f(x, t, Y2, u)l::::; LIY1- Y2l, for every x, t, Yl, Y2, u. 
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Then, for every r E R, y0 E L2 (D), it can be proved that equations (4)-(5) 
have a unique solution y = Yr such that yE L2 (J, V) and y' E L2 (J, V*) (see 
e.g. Zeidler, 1985-1990). It follows that y is essentia.lly equal to a function in 
C(l, L2 (D)), and thus the initial condition (5) makes sense. 

For completeness, we state here some theoretical results concerning the con
tinuous problems, whose proofs may be found in Chryssoverghi et al. (1993). 

For the existence of an optimal relaxed control, we suppose in addition that 
the functions gm, 0 ::::; m ::::; q, are measurable for fixed y, u, continuous for fixed 
x, t, and satisfy 

[gm(x,t,y,u)[::; Gm(x,t) +im[y[ 2, for every x,t,y,u, 

with Gm E £l(Q), lrn 2': 0, 0 :S m :Sq. 

LEMMA 2.1 The mapping r f---4 Yr, from R to L2(Q), and the functionals Jrn, 
0 ::::; m ::::; q, are continuous. 

THEOREM 2.1 If there exists an admissible control, i.e. a control satisfying the 
constraints, then there exists an optimal control for the CRP. 

For the relaxed necessary condition for optimality, we suppose in addition 
that f~ and g'=Y' 0::; m::; q, exist, are measurable for fixed y, u, continuous for 
fixed x, t, and satisfy 

[g~y(x,t,y,u)[::; Glrn(x,t) +ilm[y[, for every x,t,y,u, 

with Glm E L2(Q), llrn 2': 0, 0 :S m:::=; q. 
Since f is Lipschitzian, we have also 

lf~(x, t, y, u)[ ::; L, for every x, t, y, u . 

LEMMA 2.2 Dropping the index m, for r, r' E R, the directional derivative of J 
is given by 

DJ(r,r'-r):= lim [J(r+E(r'-r))-J(r)]/E 
c->O+ 

= h H(x, t, y(x, t), z(x, t), r' (x, t)- r(x, t))dx dt, 

where, for each function g, the general Hamiltonian H is defined by 

H(x, t, y, z, u) := zf(x, t, y, u) + g(x, t, y, u), (6) 

and the general adjoint state z := Zr satisfies 

-z + A*(t)z f~(y, r)z + g~(y, r), in Q, (7) 
z(x, t) 0, in z=, (8) 

z(x, T) 0, inn, (9) 

where y := Yr· Moreover, the mappings r f---4 Zr 1 from R to L 2 (Q), and (r, r') f---4 

DJ(r,r'- r), from R x R toR, are continuous. 
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THEOREM 2.2 If r E R is optimal for either the CRP or the CCP, then r is 
extremal, i.e. there exist multipliers Am ER, 0::; m< q, with .\0 ~ 0, Am ~ 0, 

q 

p <m::; q, and 2:1-Am[ i= 0, such that 
0 

and 

H(x, t, y(x, t), z(x, t), r(x, t)) 

= minH(x, t, y(x, t), z(x, t), 1t), a. e. in Q, (Minimum Principle), 
uEU 

Amlm(r) = 0, p <m::; q, (Transversality Conditions), 

q 

where H and z are defined by (6-9), with g replaced by LAm9m· 
0 

Remark. The above minimum principle is in fact equivalent to the global 
condition 

Le. 

k H(x, t, y(x, t), z(x, t), r' (x, t)- r(x, t))dx dt ~ 0, for every r' ER, 

q 

L AmDJm(r, r'- r) ~ 0, for every r' ER, 
0 

(see Warga, 1972, p. 361), and Theorem 2.2 follows then from the general 
(nonqualified) multiplier Theorem V.2.3 from Warga (1 972) (see also Ioffe and 
Tikhomirov, 1979). 

3. Discretizations 

We shall now define some discrete approximations of controls, states and func
tionals. We suppose here for simplicity that the domain D is a polyhedron and 
that a(t,v,w) = a(v,w). In addition, we suppose that the functions f,f~ and 

9m, g~Y, 0 ::; m ::; q, are continuous on Q x R x U and that the functions F and 
Gm, G1m, 0 ::; m ::; q, are constant. 

For every integer n ~ 1, let {Sf}~~n) be an admissible regular quasi-uniform 
triangulation (see Ciarlet, 1978, or Temam, 1977) of D into closed d-simplices, 

with hn := maxi[diam (Sf)] ---+ 0 as n---+ oo, and {Ij}fJ~)-l a subdivision of 

the interval I into N(n) intervals Ij := [tj,tj+1], of length 6.tj, with 6.tn := 

max1 6.tj ---+ 0 as n ---+ oo. We suppose also for simplicity that each S~+l is a 

subset of some sr and that each Ij+l is a subset of some Ij. Set Qij := sr X Ij. 
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Let vn C V be the subspace of functions which are continuous on D and affine 
on each Sf. Let Rn C R be the set of discrete relaxed controls 

and wn := Rn n W the set of discrete classical controls. Note that we have 
Rn+l C Rn. Rn is endowed with the product weak star topology of [JVh (U) ]M N. 

For numerical reasons and also in order that the algorithm described in 
Section 5 be implementable, we sha.ll carry here the discretizations of states and 
functionals a step further than in Chryssoverghi et al. (1993). We shall use the 
following notation, for a function cjJ defined on D 

M L 

[c/JJO := L L cnkmeas (Sf)cjJ(xrk), 
i=l k=l 

where the xik and cnk are nodes and coefficients of some integration rule in 
L 

the simplex Sf for each n, with Lcnk = 1, cnk 2 0, 1 ::; k ::; L(n), and 
k=l 

L(n) ::; L' for every n. For a given discrete relaxed control 

rn := (rj, 0::; j::; N- 1), with rj := (rij, 1::; i::; M), 

the corresponding discrete state yn := (yj, 0 ::; j ::; N) is given by 

(1/6tJ)(yj+ 1 -yj,v) + a(YJ+I ,v) = [f(tj,yj,rj)v]O, 

for every V E vn, 0::; j::; N-1' 

yg given, yj E vn , 0 ::; j ::; N. 
(10) 

(11) 

It is clearly understood that, for each j, rn = rij (constant measure) on the 
closed simplex Sf in the expression [f(tj , yj,rj)v]Pi. Choosing a. basis in vn , 
equation (10) clearly reduces to a. regular linear system for each j. The discrete 
functiona.ls are defined by 

N-1 

J;:_,(rn) := L 6tj[gm(tj,yj,rj)]O, 0::; m::; q. 
j=O 

(12) 

LEMMA 3.1 Let V E vn and define for each 1 ::; k ::; L the piecewise constant 
function a. e. in n 

0 

in s;:, 1 ::; i ::; M. 

Then 

(13) 
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and 

{ 

M } 1/2 

ll7lll= 8 meas(Si) [v(xik)]
2 

:::; c 11 v 11 , 

where the constant c is independent of n. 

Proof: By Taylor's formula and since v is linear on each Sf, we have 

vk(x) = v(xik) = v(x) + (xik- x? v v(x), in Sf, 

hence 

lvk(x)- v(x)l :::;11 xik- X 11211 yv(x) 112:::; hn 11 vv(x) 11 2, in Sf, 

where 11 · ll2 denotes the euclidean norm in Rd. Therefore 

11 vk- V 11:::; hn 11 \JV 11:::; hn 11 V Ill . 
It follows that 

11 vk 11:::;11 v 11 + 11 vk- v 11:::; 11 v 11 +hn 11 v ll1, 
and using the inverse inequality (see Ciarlet, 1978) 

11 vk 11:::; c 11 v 11 . 

(14) 

• 
LEMMA 3.2 The functionals rn f---> yj, 1:::; j:::; N, and rn f---> J;::,(rn), 0:::; m:::; 
q, on Rn = [M1(U)JMN are continuous. 

Proof: We first remark that if a function cjJ defined on R x U is continuous, 
then the natural extension of cjJ to R x M 1 (U) 

c/J(y, IT) := fu cjJ(y, u)O'(du) 

is continuous. The continuity of the mappings rn f---> Yj, 1 :::; j :::; N , is then 
easily proved by induction on j by choosing a basis in vn. The continuity of 
the functionals rn f---> J;::,(rn) follows. 

• 
We state here a useful straightforward generalization of the discrete Gronwall 

inequality (see Thomee, 1997). Let {c/Jj}b" , {'!Pj}b" , {oj}b"-1 be sequences of 
nonnegative numbers, with { '1/Jj} nondecreasing. If 

k-1 

cPk :::; '1/Jk + L DjcPj , 0:::; k:::; N, 
0 

then 

0 :::; k :::; N . 
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LEMMA 3.3 Dropping the index n , for r, r ' E Rn, E E (0, 1], set 

re;:= r + E(r'- r), Y := Yn Ye::= Yr , , !:.y :=Ye:- Y· 

We have 

11 !:.yj 11:::; CE, 0:::; j:::; N. 

Proof: By the discrete state equation, we have 

(!:.Yi+l- !:.yj , !:.yJ+l) + !:.tja(!:.yi+l> !:.yJ+l) 

= !:.tj [{f(Yc:j, rej)- f(yj, rj)} !:.yj+l]~. 

By our assumptions on f, c denoting various constants and for 0 < 8 :::; 1 

11 !:.yJ+l - !:.yj 11
2 + 11 !:.yj+l 11

2 - 11 !:.yj 11
2 +2a26tj 11 !:.yJ+l III 

:::; 26tj [ {IJ(Yej, rej)- f(yj, rc:j)l + lcf(yj, r~- rj)l} I!:.YJ+ll[ 

:::; c!:.tj [{I!:.Yil + c(l + IYil)} I!:.YJ+I IJ ~ 

:::; c!:.tj [(I!:.Yil + c)( I!:.Yil + lt:.YJ+l- !:.yi[)J~ 

:::; c!:.tj [c2 / 8 + I6Yi l2 
/ 8 + 8I!:.YJ+l- 6yj l 2]~ 

L 

:::; c!:.tj 2::: cnk (c2 /8+ 11 !:.y~ 11
2 ;e + 8 11 !:.y~+l- !:.y~ 11

2
) 

k=l 

:::; c!:.tj (c2 /8+ 11 !:.yj 11
2 /8 + 8 11 !:.yj+l- !:.yj 11

2
) (by (14)) 

Choosing 8 sufficiently small, it follows that 

11 !:.yi+l - !:.yj 11
2 /2+ 11 !:.Yi+l 11

2 - 11 !:.yi 11
2 +2a26ti 11 !:.yj+l lli 

:::; c!:.tj (c2+ 11 !:.yi 11
2

) · 

By summation and the discrete Gronwall inequality, we obtain (in particular), 

since !:.yo = 0 and I:t:.tj = T 
j 

• 
THEOREM 3.1 Dropping the index m, define the general discrete relaxed adjoint 
state zn = (zj, 0:::; j:::; N) by 

(1/!:.tj)(z'J- z'J+l,v) +a(z'J,v) 

= [f~(tj , yj,r'J)z'J+lv]~ + [g~j(tj,yj,rj)v] ~ , for every v E vn, 

j = N - 1, ... '0, ZN = 0, zj E vn' 0 :::; j :::; N. (15) 
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The directional derivative of the functional Jn on Rn is given by 

N -l. 

Dr(rn,r'n- rn) = L 6tj [H(tj,yj,zj+l,r~n- rJ)]~, 
j=O 

where H is defined by ( 6). Moreover, the functional on Rn x Rn 

is continuous. 

Proof: By Lemma 3.1, (14), we have for 0:::; j :::; N- 1, 1:::; k:::; L 

Using the Mean Value T heorem and the assumptions on g, it can then be easily 
proved that the discrete functional on vn 

G(y) := [g(y, rj)Jn 

has Frechet derivative 

By Lemma. 3.3, dropping the index n, we have 

N-1 N-l. 

J(rc:)- J(r) = L f:J.ti [g(yc;j,rc:j) ] ~ - L f:J.tj[g(yi,ri)Jn 
j=O j=O 

N-1 N-1 N -1 

= 2: f:J.tj [g(yc;j, rc:j)]~ _ 2:: f:J.tj[g(yj, rc:j)Jn + 2: f:J.tj [c:g(yj, r~ _ rj)r 
j=O j=O j=O O 

N-1 N - 1 

= L f:J.tj [g~(yj, re:j)f:J.yj [ + o( J6yji) +EL f:J.tj [g(yj, r~- Tj)[ 
]=0 ]=0 
N-1 N-1 

= L f:J.tj [g~(yj,rj)f:J.yj[ +c: L f:J.tj [g~(yJ>r~ -rj)f:J.yj[ +o(c:) 
]=0 ]=0 

N-1 

+cL f:J.tj [g(yj, r~- rj) r 
J=O n 

N-1 N-1 . 

= L ~tj [g~(yj ,rj)~Yj]~ +c: L ~t1 [g(yj,r~ -r1 )]~ +o(c:). 
]=0 ]=0 
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Now, the state equation, with v = z1+1, yields by similar arguments 

(.6.Yi+l- .6.yj, Zj+l) + .6.tja(.6.yj+l, Zj+l) 

= .6.t1 [!~(y1 , rj).6.yj ZJ+J[ + s.6.t1 [f(yj, r~- rj)ZJ+ 1 ]~ + o(s). 

and the a.djoint equation, with v = .6.yj 

(zj- Zj+l, .6.y1) + .6.tja(z1, .6.yj) 

= .6.tj [!~(yj, rj)ZJ+J.6.Yj [ + .6.t.7 [g~(yj, rj).6.yj [. 

Since .6.y0 = ZN = 0, the result follows by summation over j. 

4. Approximation, stability and consistency 

167 

• 

The following approximation lemma. is proved in Chryssoverghi et al. (1 993). 

LEMMA 4.1 (Approximation of R) For every r E R, there exists a sequence of 
discrete classical controls { wn E wn} such that wn -> r in R. 

LEMMA 4.2 (Stability of states) For every rn ERn, if {y(i} is bounded in vn, 
then 

11 y_j 11:::; c, 0 :::; j :::; N, 
N 

I: .6.tJ 11 yJ 11r :::: c, 
j=O 

N-1 

L 11 Y]+l- yj 11
2

:::: c, 
j=O 

where the constant c is independent of n. 

Proof: The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma. 3.3 and is omitted . • 

For given values vj, j = 0, ... , N, in a vector space, define the following 
functions, a..e. on I 

0 

v~(t) ·- vj, tEij , j=O, .. . ,N -1 , 
0 

v~(t) ·- vj+l, tEij, j=O , .. . ,N -1 , 

v~ ( t) ·- the function which is affine on each Ij and such that 

v~(t1 ) =vj, j=O, .. . ,N. 

From now on, we suppose that y0 E V a.nd we choose yfi to be t he projection 
of y0 onto vn in V, which implies that y0 -> y0 in V strongly, as n-> oo. 
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THEOREM 4.1 (Consistency of states and functionals) If rn ----> r in R, then 
the corresponding discrete states y::_, Y't- , y~ converge to Yr in L2 ( Q) strongly, as 
n----> oo and 

Proof: We sketch the proof of the first assertion, which parallels that of Lemma 
4.3 in Chryssoverghi et al. (1993), giving the relevant modifications. Using 
Lemma 4.2, we first show that the sequences {y::.}, {y't-} and {y~} are bounded 
and (up to subsequences) converge to some y in L2(I, V) weakly. Next, by 
R.iesz 's theorem, for every 0 :::; j :::; N- 1, there exists '1/;'J E 11n such that 

(y~', vn) = ('1/;'J, vn)I = ('~/;::_ , vn)I, fort E I j, 0 :S: j :S: N - 1. 

From the state equation and Lemma 3.1, (14), we have, for 0:::; j:::; N- 1 

l('l/Jj,vnh l ::::: c [11 YJ+l IIIII vn lh + (1 + 't,cnk 11 rrr 11 ) 11 vn Il l 

:S: C [11 Yj+l lhll Vn lh + (1+ 11 Y} 11) 11 Vn 11] 

:S: C (1+ 11 Yj+l ll1 + 11 Yj 11) 11 Vn lh, 
hence 

11 'l/Jj I!J:S: c (1 + 11 YJ+l lh + 11 Yj 11), 0 :S: j :S: N- 1. 

Therefore, by Lemma 4.2 

N-1 J 11 '1/;::.(t) Ill dt::::: cL 6.tj (1+ 11 YJ+l lh + 11 yj 11 ) 
I j = O 

{ [ ]

1/2 } N-1 N-l 

:S: c t; 6.tj 11 YJ+l llf + t; 6.tj (1+ 11 yj 11) :S: c. 

It follows (see Lemma 5.6 in Temam, 1 976) that 1: ITI 28 
11 :F(y~)(T) 11

2 
dT :S: C, 

for 0 < s < 1/4, where :F(y~) is the Fourier transform of y~, and hence, by the 
Compactness Theorem 2.2 in Temam (1976), that (up to a subsequence) y~----> y 
in L 2 ( Q) strongly. The passage to the limit in the first two terms of the state 
equation in integrated form remains unchanged. For the third term containing 
f , we proceed as follows. Since y::_----> y in L2 (Q) strongly, by Lemma 3.1, (13), 
we have 
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hence 'il':_k ____, y in L2 ( Q) strongly as n ____, oo, for l :::; k :::; L. Similarly (see 
notation in Chryssoverghi et al. , 1993) , w+ ____, w implies that w+k ____, w as 

L(n) 

n ____, 00 in L 2 ( Q) strongly, for 1 :::; k :::; L. Finally, since L cnk = 1 for every 
k = l 

n , we obtain 

N-1 

n~~ L 6tj [f(tj, yj, rj)wj+l]~ 
j=O 

L(n) 
= nm 2..:: cnk r f (-xn\ e, Tt: _ _k, rn) w+k dx dt 

n-->oo k=l } Q 

L(n) 

= r f(x , t,y,r)wdxdt+ nm 2..:: cnkc~ (with c~ ____, o) 
} Q n-->oo k=l 

= h f(x,t,y,r)wdxdt. 

It then follows that y = Yr. 
The convergences J~(rn) ____, Jm(r) are proved by using Proposition 2.1 in 

Chryssoverghi (1986). • 

THEOREM 4.2 (Consistency of adjoints and derivatives) If rn ____, r in R, then 
the corresponding discrete ad joint states z'".':, z+, z'7_ converge to Zr in L 2 ( Q) 
strongly, as n ____, oo. Moreover, if rn ____, r and r'n ____, r' in R, then 

lim DJ~(rn,r'n -rn) = DJm(r,r' -r), 0::; m::; q. 
n-->oo 

Proof: The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.1, using this theorem and 
Proposition 2.1 in Chryssoverghi (1986). • 

5. D iscrete relaxed method 

Let {Em~<}, 1 :::; m :::; q, be positive decreasing sequences converging to zero and 
define the penalized discrete functionals on Rn c R 

p q 

r·"(r) := Jo(r) + L [J~(r)] 2 /(2cml<) + L [ma.x(O, J;;',(r))] 2 /(2cml<) . 
m = l 

Let{!"'} , {5"} be positive (decreasing) sequences converging to 0, with 5"':::; ''"' 
for every r;,, let b, c E (0 , 1) and consider the following a.lgorithm. 
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Algorithm 

Step 1. Choose r1 E R 1 and set r 0 := r 1 , v = "'= n = 1. 
Step 2. Find "fv ER such that 

Step 3. If IDvl 2': [~<,go to Step 6. 
Step 4. If IDvl :::; ol'i., set rn := rv, nn ·- Dv , c~, .- Cml'i.) 1 < m < q, 
Jn := Jn,l<' n := n + 1. 
Step 5. Set "' := "'+ 1 and go to Step 2. 
Step 6. Find the smallest positive integer s such that av := c8 satisfies the 
inequality 

and set 

(1 8) 

Step 7. Choose any rv+l ER such that 

(19) 

set v := v + 1 and go to Step 2. 

Using the sequences constructed by the algorithm, define the sequences of 
multipliers 

J;:,(rn)/c":n, 1:::; m:::; p, 

·- max (0, J;:,(rn)) /c":n, p <m:::; q. 

THEOREM 5.1 Let {rn} be a subsequence (same notation) of the sequence con
structed by the algorithm which converges to some control r E R. 

i) If the sequences {A":n}, 1 :::; m :::; q, remain bounded, then r is admissible 
and extremal. 

ii) Suppose that the problem CRP has no admissible abnormal (see W arga, 
1972) extremal controls. If the limit r is admissible, then the sequences 
{A":n}, 1 :::; m:::; q, are bounded and r is extremal. 

Proof: We shall show first that if "' and n remain constant, then Dv ____, 0 as 
V____, 00 . Note that Dv:::; 0 for every V by definition. Suppose that rv ____,rand 
"fv ____, "f as v ____, oo (up to subsequences) and that 

D := lim Dv = lim Dr·~<(rv,rv- rv) = Dr·~<(r, r- T) < 0. 
v~oo v---+oo 
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The function F(a) := Jn'"'(r+a(r' -r)) is clearly continuous on [0,1], and since 
the directional derivative DJn,~< (r, r' -r) is linear w.r.t. r' -r, F is differentiable 
on (0,1) and has the derivative 

p' (a)= DJ'n'"'(r + a(r'- r) , r'- r). 

By the Mean Value Theorem, we have for a E (0, 1) 

J'n'"'(rv + a(rv- rv))- J'n'"'(rv) = 
aDJ'n'"'(rv + ~a(r'v- rv), rv- rv) = a(D + Bva), 

where Bva ---+ 0 as v ---+ oo and a ---+ 0. On the other hand 

Dv = DJn'"'(rv, r'v- rv) = D + Bv, 

where Bv ---+ 0 as v ---+ oo. Since b E (0 , 1), it follows that there exist vo and 
a 0 E (0, 1) such that 

D + Bva:::; b(D + Bv), 

for v ;:::: v0 and a :::; a 0 . Hence 

Jn'"'(rv + a(rv- rv))- Jn'"'(rv):::; abDv, 

for v;:::: v0 and a:::; a0 . It follows from the choice of av in Step 6, (17), that we 
must necessarily have a,., ;:::: ca0 for v ;:::: v0 . Hence, by (18) and (19) 

Jn'"'(rv+l)- Jn'"'(rv) :::; Jn'"'(rv + av(rv- rv))- Jn'"'(rv) :::; caabDv 

:::; cabD/2 , 

for v ;:::: v0 . Since D < 0, this shows that Jn'"'(r,.,) ---+ -oo as v ---+ oo , which 
contradicts the fact that Jn '"'(rv) ---+ Jn'"'(T) > -oo. Therefore, Dv ---+ 0 as 
v ---+ oo, and this holds for the initial sequence since the limit is unique. This 
shows also that r;,, n ---+ oo in the algorithm. 
Now let r' E R and r'n ---+ r', with r'n E Rn for every n. By Step 2 and 4, we 
have 

+ 

DJ0(rn, r'n- rn) 
q 

"'"""'An DJn (rn r'n _ rn) > Dn 
~m m ' - ' 

m = l 

for every n. 

(20) 

Suppose that each sequence {A~} , 1 :::; m:::; q, is bounded, and we can suppose 
also that A~---+ Am (for a subsequence). V-le have 

0 lim c~A~ = lim J;:,_(rn) = Jm(r), 1:::; m:::; p, 
n----i>OO n____,.oo 

0 lim c~A~ = lim max(O, J;:,_(rn)) = max(O, Jm(r)), p <m:::; q, 
n----j.oo n---+oo 
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which show that r is admissible. Passing to the limit in inequality (20), we 
obtain 

q 

DJo(r, r'- r) + L AmDlm(r, r'- r)?: 0, 
m=l 

and this holds for every r' E R. Now if Jm(r) < 0 for some p < m :::; q, 
then clearly A~ = 0 for n sufficiently large and hence Am = 0. Therefore r is 
extremal. 

If r is admissible, suppose that A~ ___... oo (for a subsequence), for some m. 
Dividing inequality (20) by maxiA~I, setting p,~ := A~/maxiA~I and passing 

m m 
to the limit (for a subsequence) in inequality (20), we find 

q 

L P,mDJm(r, r' - r) ?: 0, for every r' ER, 
m=l 

with max lfLml = 1, P,mlm(r) = 0 for p <m:::; q (as above), which shows that 
the admissible control r is abnormal extremal, i.e. contradiction. • 

Implementation of the algorithm 

Dropping the index v, the control r E Rn in Step 2 of the algorithm can be 
chosen for each v to be classical (Dirac), since r satisfies the relations 

DJn·"'(r, r- r):::; DJn·"'(r, r'- r), for every r' ERn, 

i.e. 
N-1 M L 

L lltj L meas (Sf) L cnk HI< ( xr\ tj, yff, z~j+l, rij- r:j) :::; 0, 
j=O i=l k=l 

for every r' ERn, if and only if r is classical (Dirac), i.e. r :=wE wn, and 
satisfies 

L 
~ cnkH ( nk tn nk nk - ) L "' xi , j, Yij , zi,j+l, Wij 
k=l 

L 

= ~JD L cnk HI< (xrk, tj,yff, z~j+l•u), 1:::; i:::; M, 0:::; j:::; N -1. 
k=l 

Clearly, by the definition of Dv := DJn·"'(r11 , rv- rv) and since bE (0, 1), 
there exists a 11 = c8 which satisfies (17). 

Next, we show that the control r 11 in Step 7 can be chosen for each v to be 
a Gamkrelidze control, i.e. a control of the form 

p 

~{3~-' -!-' Tvij = L vijr vij• 
J.L=O 

with {J~ij ?: 0, 0:::; /1>:::; p, 

p 

L f3~ij = 1, (21) 
J.L=O 
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where p is constant integer and the r~ are classical (Dirac) controls, provided 
the initial control r0 := r 1 is of the form (21) (practically a classical control). 
Assuming recursively that rv is of the form (21), we have by (18) 

p 

r~+l,ij := Tvij + O:v(rvij- Tvij) = O:vTvij + (1- O:v) L f3~ijr~ij· 
p,=O 

Now since the control appears only in a finite and bounded number pn ::; p of 
terms which depends on q and L(n) ::; L' (integration rule), in the state equation 
and functionals, by Caratheodory's theorem we can replace the control r~+l by 
an equivalent Gamkrelidze control rv+l of the form (21) which yields the same 
state and values of functionals as r~+l· Thus, the control r v+l satisfies Step 7. 

6. Simulating classical controls 

For a given sequence (or subsequence) of Gamkrelidze controls generated by the 
algorithm and converging to an extremal or optimal relaxed control in R, we 
shall now construct a sequence of simulating piecewise constant classical controls 
which converges to the same control in R. Let {rn}, with rn := (rij, 1 ::; i::; 
M, 0::; j::; N- 1) ERn, rn-+ r in R, be such a sequence. We can write 

p 

rij = L f3:Jr~j, 
p,=O 

where the r~j := w~j are Dirac measures. Now we can partition w.r.t. teach 
block Qij := sr X Ij into p+ 1 slices Q~j of measures (J~'"meas ( Qij)' 0 ::; f-l ::; p, 
and define the sequence of piecewise constant classical controls (considered also 
as elements of R) 

0 

wn(x,t) :=w';j,for (x,t) EQ~j,1::; i::; M,O::; j::; N -1,0::; f-l::; p. 

Note that the simultaneous discretization and optimization allows us here to 
construct a single sequence of simulating classical controls. For similar approx
imations, see Chryssoverghi et al. (1993), where a double sequence is con
structed, Roubicek (1991), where only discretization is considered, Roubicek 
(1997), and Warga (1972). 

THEOREM 6.1 The sequence {wn} converges tor in R. 

Proof: Since the linear combinations of functions of the form cjJ = x1/J, with 
x E C(Q) and 'ljJ E C(U), are dense in L1 (Q,C(U)), it is sufficient to show that 

lim { x(x, t)('!jJ(wn)- 1/;(r))dxdt = 0, for every x E C(Q), 1/J E C(U) . 
n--->cxo }q 
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Let {xn} be a sequence of functions which are constant, Xn(x, t) = Xnij, on 
0 

each QrJ, such that Xn----> X in L00 (Q) strongly. We write 

where 

h x('l/J(rn)- '1/;(r))dxdt, 

k (x- xn)('l/J(wn)- 'l/;(rn))dxdt, 

·- k Xn('l/J(wn)- 'l/;(rn))dx dt. 

We have an----> 0 since rn----> r in R, bn----> 0 since Xn ---->X in L 00 (Q) and 'lj; is 
bounded on U, and by construction of Wn and the Q~! 

= 2: [2:: meas (Q~!)Xnij'l/J(w~!)- meas (QfJ)Xnij Lf3ij'l/J(w~!)l = 0. 
2,] J.L I' 

• 
7. Final comments 

A mixed optimization and discretization method has been described for solving 
an optimal control problem for systems governed by semilinear parabolic dif
ferential equations that has many advantages over methods which apply some 
optimization algorithm to separate discrete problems. This method can be eas
ily extended to more general triangulations, in which case the algorithm has 
to be slightly modified by including some approximation of the starting control 
for each n. Of course, other (nonlinear) discrete schemes such as the Crank
Nicholson or the 8-method can also be considered, as well as other relaxed 
optimization algorithms. 

The discrete relaxed method can be applied to several optimal relaxed con
trol problems involving elliptic or hyperbolic partial differential equations, or 
ordinary differential equations, and also to various problems in the calculus of 
variations. 

Finally, we wish to thank the referees for their useful suggestions. 
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